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Abstract. We report preliminary results based on a data sample of 20.7 fb -1 recorded at the Y(45)
resonance by the BABAR detector at the PEP-II energy asymmetric collider at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center. We have measured the branching fraction <B(B° -> K*°y) = (4.39 ±0.41 ±
0.27) x 10~5 and measured a charge asymmetry in the B — >• K*y decays consistent with zero:
ACP = -0.035 ± 0.076 ± 0.012. We also searched for the decay 5° -> yy and placed the 90% C.L.
limit <B(B° -» yy) < 1.7 x 10~6. The search for the electroweak penguin decays B -> K^i+i~
yielded the limits <B(B -> Kt+l~) < 0.6 x 1(T6 and <B(B -> K*t+l~) < 2.5 x 1(T6 at the 90% C.L.
INTRODUCTION
The decays B — » ^T*y, B — » K^i+i~, and B° — » yy, reported on here, are examples
of decays taking place via a flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC). In the Standard
Model, FCNC transitions are forbidden at tree level and only takes place at higher
order in amplitudes involving loops. An example of a quark level diagrams for a FCNC
transition is shown in Figure 1 for the b — > 57 transition. The decay B — » ^T*y, observed
by CLEO [1], was the first observation of an electro-magnetic penguin decay of a B
meson. CLEO also observed the inclusive decay b — > sj [2].
As these decays are suppressed in the Standard Model they provide an interesting win-
dow to look for physics beyond the Standard Model. New, heavy, particles as predicted
e.g. by sypersymmetry can contribute to the rate of these decays by appearing virtually
in the loop diagrams. The decay B — » K*i+i~~ is interesting as new physics can affect
not only the rate, but also kinematic distributions, which in some cases can be predicted
with less model dependence than the rate and allow for stringent tests of the Standard
Model. For example, the lepton forward-backward asymmetry is expected to have a zero
at q2 = m}+^ w 3.0 GeV2/c4, see e.g. Ref. [3].
In all of the analysis reported here we make use of the standard B reconstruction
variables AE = ^E* -^beam anci mES = y^beam" 2/P*i 2> where a * denotes a
quantity measured in the e+e~ collision rest frame (CM), EI and p,- are the energy and
momentum respectively of the /th daughter of the B candidate, and ^beam ^s ^ e beam
energy in the the e+e~ rest frame. AE peaks at zero for signal events and mns peaks at
the B mass.
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FIGURE 1. Quark level diagram contributing to b —> sj.
DATA SAMPLE
The data sample used in these analyses was recorded with the BABAR detector from
October 1999 to October 2000. Most of this time PEP-II ran on the Y(45) resonance
and we recorded 20.7 fb"1 on the resonance. We also collected a 2.6 fb"1 sample at a
center-of-mass energy 40 MeV below the T(4S) resonance. The off-resonance sample is
useful for modeling non-BB backgrounds, in particular non-resonant qq production. The
on-resonance sample corresponds to (22.7 ±0.4) x 106 BB pairs. The BABAR detector
is described in detail in Ref. [4].
STUDIES OF B -> K*y
We have reconstructed the decays B+ -> K*+y and £° -> K*°y with /T+ -» K$n+
and ^T*° —» KJn®, K^~n~. Events are selected that have a photon candidate with a CM
energy between 2.30 and 2.85 GeV. Photon candidates are vetoed if combined with any
other photon candidate in the event give a mass within 2a of either the 71° or T| mass.
The photon candidate is combined with a K* candidate to form the B candidate. The
K* candidate is required to have an invariant mass, m/^, within 100 MeV/c2 of the mean
^T*(892) mass. For the B candidate we calculate AE = E%* + Ey ~E£Qam. We require
that -200 < AE < 100 MeV for modes without a 7t° and -225 < AE < 125 MeV for
modes with a n°. The signal yields are extracted in MES- For the modes without a 71°
the magnitude of the photon momentum, \p*\ = £*, is rescaled such that AE = 0 when
calculating MES- This rescaling removes the low tail in MES due to energy leakage in the
calorimeter.
The main background in the analysis comes from non-resonant qq production. Most
commonly, photons are either from initial state radiation or from decays of 71° and T|
mesons. This background is suppressed by cutting on three variables that separate the
background from the signal. The most powerful cut is | cos 6^ < 0.8, where 0£ is the
angle between the photon candidate and the thrust axis of the rest of the event, excluding
the K* daughter particles. The distribution of cos0^| is shown in Figure 2. We also
require cosGn < 0.75, where QH is the decay angle of the kaon in the K* rest frame.
As the produced K* mesons in the signal mode have either helicity ±1, but not 0, the
signal distribution in GH is given by a sin2 GH distribution, whereas the background is
approximately flat in |cos0H|. Similarly, we also require |cosG#| < 0.75, where G# is
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FIGURE 2. Distribution of | cos6^| for signal (solid dots) and off resonance data (open circles).
TABLE 1. The table summarizes efficiency, including K* branching
fractions, (8 x IB); signal yields; cross feed background; and the measured
branching fraction.
Mode
/v 71
j^~l~ir^
7^1°
J$7C+
ex $($
14.1
5.1
1.4
2.9
?) Signal yield
139.2±13.1
57.6 ±10.4
14.8±5.6
28.4 ±6.4
Cross feed
1
3.8
1.4
1.7
®(B^K*y)/lQ-5
4.39 ±0.41 ±0.27
5.52 ±1.07 ±0.33
4.10± 1.71 ±0.42
3.12±0.76±0.21
the decay angle of the B candidate in the Y(45f) frame.
In the four modes studied we obtain the signals as shown in Figure 3, and the results
are summarized in Table 1. We also show the AE and MK^ distributions in Figure 4,
which shows that the signal is consistent with B —» ^T*(892)y. The largest systematic
errors come from the photon detection efficiency and tracking efficiency. Recent predic-
tions, Refs. [5] and [6], based on NLO calculations predicts somewhat larger branching
fractions <B(B -> K*y) = (7.ll|f) x 10~5 and <B(B -»K*y) = (7.9+^) x 10~5, respec-
tively. The theoretical uncertainty is dominated by the B —»K* form factor.
Using the charge of either the K or K* we measure the charge asymmetry,
•» ^ *y) — T(B —> K*y)
-r(B^K<"ti+r(B^K*i)
and find ACP = —0.035 ± 0.076 ± 0.012, consistent with the expectation of a rather small
asymmetry (about —0.5%) in the Standard Model [5].
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FIGURE 3. Signals in the B -
K+n°, c) tfOjc0, and d) K$n+.
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*y analysis where the K* is reconstructed in the modes a) K+it~, b)
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FIGURE 4. The A£ (left) and mKK (right) distributions in the K+n~ mode in the B -> /Ty analysis.
SEARCH FOR 5° ^yy
The decay B° —> yy is highly suppressed in the Standard Model, expected branching
fractions are (0.1 — 2) x 10~8 [7]. Figure 5 shows diagrams that contributes to the
B° ^yy decay.
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FIGURE 5. Quark level diagrams contributing to the B ° —> yy process.
The search for B° —> yy was done blind, the signal region in AE versus MES were
blind during the process of optimizing the event selection criteria. After unblinding, the
signal yield is extracted by counting the number of events in the signal region. The data
sample used in this analysis is somewhat smaller, 18 fb"1, than what is used in the
other two analysis described in this presentation. Photon candidates in this analysis are
rejected if they combined with any other photon candidate in the event are within 3d
of either the 71° or T| mass. This cut is somewhat tighter than that used in the B —> K*y
analysis as the expected S/B is much smaller. As in the B — » K * y analysis the dominant
backgrounds come from non-resonant e+e~ —» qq production. The qq background is
suppressed by requiring cos6^| < 0.57 and |cos6#| < 0.81. The AE vs. WIES plane is
shown in Figure 6. There is one event in the signal region. The expected background is
0.9 events based on extrapolations from the sideband. We place an upper limit at 90%
C.L. assuming the observed event is signal, giving
yy)< 1.7xlO~6 .
This result is a substantial improvement over previous measurements [8].
SEARCH FOR B
The decays B — > Ki+i~~ and B — » K*i+i~~ are expected to have branching fractions
of order (0.3 - 0.6) x 10~6 and (1 - 2.5) x 10~6 respectively [3, 9, 10, 11]. Figure 7
shows quark level diagrams contributing to these decays. In this analysis we searched
for the following final states: B+ -> K+t+tr, B° -> K^t+tr, B+ -> K*+t+tr, and
B° -> KQ*t+r\ where K*+ -> K$n+, K*° -> K+n~, and I is either an electron or muon.
This analysis was also carried out as a blind analysis; the signal region, as well as the
near sideband, in AE vs. WIES was blind during the optimization of the event selection
criteria. The signal yield is extracted using an extended maximum likelihood fit in the
AE versus mns plane.
Candidate events are reconstructed using electrons with a laboratory frame momen-
tum greater than 0.5 GeV/c and muons with a momentum greater than 1.0 GeV/c.
Charged kaon candidates are required to be positively identified using the DIRC, the
BABAR Cherenkov particle identification detector, and dE/dx in the drift chamber and
silicon vertex tracker. Our K* candidates are required to have a mass, m^, within 75
MeV/c2 of the mean /T (892) mass.
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FIGURE 6. The unblinded signal region in the B ° —> yy analysis. There is one event in the signal regions;
consistent with the background expectation of 0.9. events.
q q q
FIGURE 7. Quark level diagrams contributing toB^K ^
There are many backgrounds that have to be consider in this analysis. First, we have
backgrounds that peak in the signal region. Most obviously, there is the B — » J / y K ^
andB —»\|/(2S)/rM modes where the charmonium states decays to leptons. These decays
have the same topology as the signal and are vetoed by a correlated cut in the dilepton
mass and AE as illustrated in Figure 8. We also explicitly veto events in modes with
a K* where an additional random pion, from the other B decay, has been picked up to
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FIGURE 8. The charmonium vetoes in B —> K^l+l~~. We use a correlated cut in the dilepton mass,
mi£, and A£ to remove the charmonium events not only in the signal region, but also in the AE sideband.
This simplifies the description of the background shape in \E as otherwise there would be a large
contamination from the radiative B —> (/\|/,\\r(2S))K W decays at low values of \E.
compensate for the energy lost by radiation of a lepton in a B —»(//\|/, \\f(2S))K decay.
Besides combinatorial backgrounds in non-resonant qq events, this analysis also have
a substantial combinatorial background from BB events. These background sources are
suppressed by cutting on two variables that are designed to suppress the combinatorial
backgrounds from continuum and BB events respectively.
The backgrounds from continuum e+e~~ —» qq production are suppressed by a Fisher
discriminant which combines cos 6^ , | cos6#|, #2, and MK^ R2 is the ratio of second
to zeroth Fox-Wolfram moment. The variable niKt uses the lepton with the charge
consistent to be from a D decay with the strangeness given by the K^*\ In decays of
D mesons MKI will be below the D mass and hence provide useful separation between
signal and background.
The combinatorial background from BB decays is suppressed using a likelihood which
combines several variables. The most important variable is the missing energy in the
event. Leptons in BB events are typically produced in semileptonic decays and hence
have a large missing energy due to the undetected neutrinos in the event. We also use
information from vertexing; if we pick up candidates from different B meson decays they
do not come from a common vertex point and can be used to reject the BB background.
Figure 9 shows the unblinded AE versus m^s plane and Fig. 10 shows the fit in the
m£s projections. The result of the fits is summarized in Table 2. The table also includes
the results of the lepton-family-number violating modes.
Combining electron and muon channels we obtain
= (0.0±0.3(stat.)) x 10-6
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FIGURE 9. The signal region in the AE versus mns plane is shown in each of the modes. The region
indicated by a box shows where the signal is expected. There is no evidence for a signal. The signal yield
is extracted using a likelihood fit in the AE - WES regions shown in these plots.
<B(B = (0.7 ± l.l(stat)) x 10~6
When combining the B — > K*e+e~ and B — » K^^iT modes we use the constraint
<3(B -> K*e+e~)/<3(B -> ^ >+/i~) = 1.2 as given by Ref. [3]. As there is no evidence
for a signal we set the upper limits
<B(B < 0.6 x 10~6,
< 2.5 x 10~6.
These limits are now at the level of the predictions based on the Standard Model.
Belle [12] claims a signal for B -> «+f ~ with a branching fraction <B(B -^ K£+£~) =
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FIGURE 10. The fit is shown in an
-0.07 < A£ < 0.05 GeV for muons.
projection with -0. 1 1 < AE < 0.05 GeV for electrons and
(0.75+^(stat.) ±0.09(syst.)) x 10"6, which is larger than our 90% C.L. limits. Future
analysis of larger data samples will soon be able to settle the issue.
CONCLUSIONS
We have reported preliminary results on a first set of measurements from BABAR in
electro-weak penguin decays. All results presented here provides significant improve-
ments over previously published results. At the time of the completion of this contribu-
tion to the conference proceedings BABAR has a data sample that is almost three times
the size used for the analysis presented here and by the summer of 2002 we expect to
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TABLE 2. The results for the fits in the individual modes for B —> K ^ l+l~ and the lepton-
family-number violating decays B —> K^e^]^. From left to right the columns are the signal
yield; the signal efficiency, excluding branching fractions for K * and K decays; systematic
uncertainties on the efficiency and fit; and the upper limit including systematic uncertainties.
Mode
B+ -> K+e+e~
B+ -)• K+JA+J4-
BQ _^ K*°e+e~
BQ _^ K*Qp+p-
Bo _^ K®e+e-
B° —> K®jA+pT
B+ _> K*+e+e~
B+^K*+J4+J4-
B+ -> K+e±fl*
B° _ > K^e^j^
Bo _^ KQe^pF
B+ _, K*+e±^
Signal yield
-0.2
-0.2
2.5
-0.3
1.3
0.0
0.1
1.0
-0.6
0.6
0.8
-0.4
e(%)
17.5
10.5
10.2
8.0
15.7
9.6
8.5
5.8
16.8
11.9
14.6
9.3
(A0/0)e
±8.6
±8.6
±10.5
±10.8
±9.3
±11.4
±11.4
±12.0
±8.6
±10.6
±10.3
±11.7
(A0/0)fit
±10.6
±10.6
±10.6
±10.6
±10.6
±10.6
±10.6
±10.6
±10.6
±10.6
±10.6
±10.6
$/10-6at90%C.L.
0.9
1.3
5.0
3.6
4.7
4.5
10.0
17.5
1.0
2.7
3.3
8.7
have a sample of 100 fb l. Hence, in the near future we should expect many of the
results presented here to be updated.
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